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CHECK YOUR SIGN FOR LOVE

How often have you asked yourself, ‘’Will I ever find happiness
in love?” or “What is my love destiny?” The search for the Perfect
Partner and personal love fulfillment starts from information
right in your natal chart. The unique answers are there just
waiting for your discovery.
This chapter will tell you exactly how to go about this search. You
will learn an inspiring, concrete formulated plan to find the ideal
lovemate or create one from an already existing relationship. All
you need to begin is your birth date.
This gives you the placement of your stellar bodies on your
particular day of birth. From there you follow a simplistic plan
that will show you step by step how to discover your ideal
lovemate!
First, you must calculate your chart or have your chart calculated
by software or an online internet computer service. These
services change from time to time and updated recommendations
are available on the author’s website: http://www.newastrol.com.
Once your chart calculation is complete, you are ready to begin.
Right now, you’re possibly thinking there’s something too easy
about this.
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Part One: Your Perfect Partner
Yes, you’re right. It is easy because this unique simplistic
method shows you exactly how to gather vital love information
effortlessly; however, the key to success is how you use this
information.
Will you continue using the same old habits and coping skills
that lead to where you’re at or allow yourself the confidence to
be set free and seek a new path?
The material is organized in such a way as to stimulate your
interest chapter by chapter until you have revealed the entire
mystery of your ideal lovemate. This first chapter discusses the
general description of your love partner by particular Sun Sign
characteristics.
The reader may find it helpful to review the Quadruplicities, or
grouping of signs in the zodiac. This refers to the quality or the
essential nature of the sign.
In a sense, the Quadruplicities refer to a person’s manner of
action. The Quadruplicities are divided into three groups:
Cardinal, Fixed, and Mutable. Each group is composed of four
signs.
Cardinal
Fixed
Mutable

Aries, Cancer, Libra, and Capricorn
Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius
Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, and Pisces

The Cardinal signs are outgoing and active signs. These are
people who are action-oriented and the doers of the zodiac.
The Fixed signs are stable and ‘fixed’ meaning that they will not
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Check Your Sign for Love
be pushed around in any way whatsoever. They will not react
emotionally or violently but will just remain firm.
The Mutable signs are excellent companions because they are
beautifully adaptable. These are enthusiastic, outgoing people
who often put relationship compatibility over their individual
needs.
If you are a female and want to know the kind of male lover
that will ultimately bring you the greatest happiness in life you
will look to the Sun and Mars in your own chart and discover a
wealth of information.
Conversely, if you are a male and want to know the perfect
female lovemate for who you are subconsciously searching, you
will look to the Moon and Venus in your natal chart for this
informative discovery.
Table 1-1 Ideal Lover
If you are:
Check your natal location of either:
Female
Male

Sun
Moon

Mars
Venus

Please note that these distinctions are not absolute. However, we
suggest using the dominant characteristics of each person such
as masculinity or femininity to analyze the planetary interaction.
For example, a masculine or dominant lover would refer to Sun
oriented aspects in their natal chart.
Now for some keyword examples:
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Part One: Your Perfect Partner
Aries Lovers are impulsive, passionate idealists. They are

aggressive individuals with bold active make-ups. When they
see something they want, they must have it immediately. Life
to an Aries in love means to conquer. Since they possess such
enterprise and initiative, they are somewhat inclined to start
fights or quarrels. They are energetic and unrelenting in the
pursuit of their own ends, which may at times result in too much
aggressiveness.
Pushing may be an ineffective manifestation of the sign Aries.
This happens when Aries tries to forward the personality in an
officious and rude way. This mainly occurs through impulsivity:
acting first and thinking later.
From the above it is obvious to see that an aggressive Aries
lover needs a more passive partner for complete Aries lovers’
compatibility. Aries have a relentless need to be the leaders.
Aries Lover
Cardinal Sign: Initiator- Outgoing - Expansive Demonstrative
Fire Sign:
Enthusiastic - Energetic - Passionate

Remember, the female reads this description of her lover if she
has the Sun or Mars in Aries in her natal chart while the male
does the same if he has the Moon or Venus in Aries in his natal
chart.
Character Manifestations:
Effective Aries Lover:
Ardent - Aggressive - Confident
Ineffective Aries Lover: Selfish-Belligerent- Obnoxious
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Taurus Lovers are nicely keyed lovers. They are very

companionable, slow, careful, and reserved even in their love
make-up. Although Taurus people have a sensuous temperament,
they are extremely traditional and are not experimenters in love.
They want a steady relationship on which they may depend.
The quality of possession is strong in the Taurian make-up. They
are eager to have or to own, to acquire -- sometimes even greedy.
They are the hoarders of the zodiac. Their possessiveness will
manifest in their outlook about the loved one. They will take
good care of the partner but will always want the partner nearby.
Some people feel that this quality of possessiveness represents
security and being loved. This is the type of person that will
make the best partner for the Taurus person. The methodical
side of the Taurus make-up is effective but at times method may
become monotonous. This is why Taurus needs an amusing,
interesting, and innovative lover to keep the relationship alive.
Taurus Lover
Fixed Sign:
Immovable - Inflexible - Definite - Firm
Earth Sign:
Practical - Common Sense - Cautious - 		
		
Constructive - Steady

Remember, the female reads this description of her lover if she
has the Sun or Mars in Taurus in her natal chart. The male reads
this description of his lover if he has the Moon or Venus in
Taurus in his natal chart.
Character Manifestations:
Effective Taurus Lover:
Ineffective Taurus Lover:

Companionable - Steady
Possessive - Dull
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Part One: Your Perfect Partner
Gemini Lovers are by nature versatile and active. People
falling into this category are bright and intelligent. They have a
good awareness, are quick at conversation, and learn easily.

Restlessness is a strong part of the Gemini nature that must be
restrained. This restlessness may be a factor in maintaining
a good love relationship. Gemini is quickly attracted to an
individual and may be very fickle about the union. Impatience
and the inability to relax keep the relationship from developing
into anything more than just a surface contact. Boredom may
lead to a series of unfulfilling relationships.
Gemini’s thrive on change. This urge for variety causes constant
adjustments. Stability in a partnership develops if the mental
side of Gemini finds an outlet. This mental outlet will reinforce
all the effective virtues of Gemini and make it possible for their
cleverness to be brought to an advanced or effective state. As a
result of this development, new intellectual avenues will open up
and counteract the constant restlessness and inconsistency.
Gemini Lover
Mutable Sign: Adaptable - Versatile - Changeable
Air Sign:
Intellectual - Communicative - Analytical

Remember, the female reads this description of her lover if she
has the Sun or Mars in Gemini in her natal chart. The male reads
this description of his lover if he has the Moon or Venus in
Gemini in his natal chart.
Character Manifestations:
Effective Gemini Lover:
Ineffective Gemini Lover:

Mental - Versatile - Active
Fickle - Cunning
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Cancer Lovers love the home to the extent that they equate

a love relationship with a harmonious home environment. Home,
love and security all tie together for Cancer. There is a need in
every Cancer for mothering. Even if they are not parents, they
will naturally nurture and care.

The Cancer lover is very sensitive, in many cases this sensitivity
is only to his own or to her own feelings rather than to the feelings
of the partner. When hurt by the partner it is difficult for Cancer
to rationalize the hurt and see it in perspective. There is more of
a tendency to see the action as unkind and cruel.
This may make a very difficult relationship unless Cancer finds
a love partner who is extremely understanding. A partner that
truly understands the Cancer disposition will accept the tearful
clinging part of the make-up. If Cancer marries a partner who
cannot do this then the partner will automatically feel smothered
and suffocated through the relationship and the partnership will
become intolerable.
Cancer Lover
Cardinal Sign: Initiator - Outgoing - Expansive
Water Sign: Sensitive - Emotional - Impressionable

Remember, the female reads this description of her lover if she
has the Sun or Mars in Cancer in her natal chart. The male reads
this description of his lover if he has the Moon or Venus in
Cancer in his natal chart.
Character Manifestations:
Effective Cancer Lover:
Ineffective Cancer Lover:

Caring - Mothering
Smothering - Suffocating
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